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INSTALLATION PRICE GUIDE
LOWER MAINLAND + GREATER VICTORIA

shodor's professional high quality installations are performed 
by ImageGlobe. All installations include a preliminary on-site 
measurement and project assessment. This service ensures that 
shodor has detailed dimensions to fabricate the enclosure for 
perfect fit.

Provide all your client's information to ImageGlobe via email 
(preferred). ImageGlobe will arrange a site visit to compile the 
precise enclosure dimensions and when applicable provide 
enclosure quotations.

Prices subject to change based on complexity of a particular project.
Additional charges may apply for locations outside lower mainland 
or greater Victoria.

IMAGEGlobe
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PL60 / PL70 / PL80 $495
with return panel $555

PL91 door and inline $495
PL93 door, inline and return $555

1340 tub shield $195
1350 shower shield $195
custom shield $295
custom single panel $195

394 series $295
794 series $295

1040 / 1050 (10mm) $295
340D / 350D (6mm) $195
340 / 350 (5mm) $195
640 / 650 (4mm) $195

300C / 300C6 / 300CV $195
700C $195
338 $195
778 $195

391 series $250
791 series $250

392 series $295
792 series $295

393 series $295
793 series $295

JL91 door and inline $295

custom – subject to complexity of project $495 +

PL10 $295

proline heavy glass sliders

proline heavy glass

heavy glass shields

stikstall neo angle

classic sliders

single pivot and hingestikstall door + inline

stikstall door + return

stikstall door + inline + return

juniorline 6mm glass

custom heavy glass

proline 6mm sliders
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